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OELECTNES

The purposes of the Mudy were (1) to describe and explain what some urban

teachers at one school bereave and know about literacy teaching and learning and (2) to

rotate what teachers believe and kmw to two peispectives- MacMillan and

Contextualism (Pepper. 1942). Seventeen teachers in one urban elementary school

participated in the study. Both quantitative and qualitative measures were used to create

summaries of teacher beliefs and knowledge, and to build a composite school-level

picture of literacy teaching and learning.

THEORETICAL MAW-WORK

Helping urtan. economically disadvantaged children become literate participants

in ow society is an important goal tor ow schools. Mthough schools *alone cannot solve

the complex social and economic problems in urban neighborhoods, their efforts can

begin to break the cycle of clisadvantme. Teaching uiban students to read and wits is

certainly a laudable and kenhy goal. Promotkig literacy reduces the tisk for

disadvantaged children. When students learn to read and write welt schools become

°risk breakers' not *risk makers* (Allen & Mason, IWO; Schorr, 1919). Even

though recently there has been improvement in uttan students' standadized test worse

(NAEP, 1999; New Y0111 Times, May, 1991), teachers still find thek students fall

behind grade level year after year Some educators and researchers believe that one

solution to the contkkling problem of urban chlidterYs underachievement is to ^have

current clatWOOM instruction (Oaripit, 19813; Reyes, 1991).

For all the hope that has been pinned on improving the lives of the children

through schooling, we know little about what happens in inban ciaearooms. A way to

begin to understard uttan literacy instruction is to listen to the teachers and to analyre

*tat they say. After aft, significant responsibility of the teacher is to understand and

shape the classroom social and instructional context (Flodo-Ruane, 1999), What

teachers believe and know RbOUI the classroom context will influence what they say add

3
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do in classrooms (Peterson & Clark. 1986; Peterson. Fennema. Carpenter, & Loaf ,

taee Mderson, Engien. Raphael & Stevens. 1991). In turn, the classroom social and

instnictional context influences children's literacy learning. Knowledge of what

Oitchere believe and know about urban literacy instruction can lead to improvement In

children's literacy learning.

Being literate means the individual is abie to read and write and communicate in a

variety 01 SOCietell contexts. Resnick (1990) defines literacy as a *set of cultural

practical that people engage in around texts,* To become literate one engages in social

lateraction wadi others. Literacy 'teaching and learning occurs continuously while

students are talking, listening, and relating as well as reading and witting. TheretOre, a

daltaiptiOn of Nteracy teaching and learning shotiki not be limited to reading and writing

insbuction alone. Likewise, a study of teacher beliefs and knowledge about literacy

teaching and learning needs to tap the several dimensions of a teachers practice.

In an Wimp( to capture the multidimensional nature of literacy teaching and

learning, the study investigated lour broad dmensionc how the teacher organizes the

instructional content (Content), what instructional role the teacher values (Teacher

Instructional Role), how the teacher views students' contribution to learning (Student

Learner Role), and how the teacher integrates the classroom and the neighborhood context

(Cantext) (derived from *tat Schwab calls °the commonplaces of schooling"- Schwab,

1962; Anderson, 1969; Hewson & Howson. 1989). The breath of these four dimensions

helps to expticate instructional decisions made when literacy teaching and learning is seen

within the dynamic and multidimensional classroom context

Teaching contexts are not ttie same. There are considerable differences when teaching is

considered in subwban versus urban settings. Indeed, within urban settings many questions

remain about how to improve literary Instruction for at risk populations (Schca, 1988;

Mitchell, 1989; Finn, 1991). There Is disagreement about the value of current practices like

proms:ring (Graves. 1983; Znglen, Raphael, Anderson and Fear, 1990) in wban settings
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with at risk populations (psi* 1009: Reyes, 1991). One way to tiegki to understand the

problems in urban literacy instruction Is to listen more carefuny to what the teachers therneelvos

say about teaching literacy in that context. and, Then, cal1Plim sag Off MO= say with toachise

and learning perspectives that underlie current Instructional methods.

For the study, the perspectives that underlie teaching and kiarnIng literacy were

classined Into two Mimi constructs. Although this *poem to be a tar too simple way

to charm:adze Instructional perspectives, the constructs wens considered to be points on

a continuum and provided a way to talk about aid compare teacher Weft and knowledge in

relation to instructional methods often presented in se development programs to

teachers. One pempective was labeled, the Mechanistic perapsotive; the other was

labeled, the Contextuallst perspective (Popper, 1942). Pepper (142) deectlbed these

two perspectives two different wodd Were. A description Of the two perspeCtives

applied to teaching and learning is mooted in Figure 1. A breakdovai of the perspectives

*cross the four dimensions of the study is presented in Figure 2.

Mechanism and Contextualtem represent contrasting viewpoints about the way

students become literate. Undergirding each perspective are different assumptions about

toschkig and learning. The two perspectives, Mechanism and Contextualism, underlie

diffeTerd cunicula, teacher preparation programs and staff development programa which

purport to Improve student literacy.

in the study, the two perspectives, mechanism and Contextualism, were used to

analyze urban teacher beliefs and know/age about ilteracy teaching and leaning acmes

four dimensions: (1) context; (2) teacher instructional role; (3) student learner role;

and (4) context. The research question was:

Mutt are urban teachers beliefs and knowledge about literacy teaching and learning

in relation to two perspectives, mechanism and contextualism?

NETHCOS
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flidgects_aallsga, Seventeen fun-time, untitled teachers volunteered to panicipate in the study.

Subtects all came from one medium-sized urban elementary school, Washington Elementary (a

pseudonym). ki a large midwestern city. Seventy-one percent of the certified teaching staff at the

school very African-American. Seventy-seven percent of the teachers oho volunteered fix the

Study were Atrican-Anterican. The average number ot years that the leathers in the sample had been

al the school was 14.87 years (average overall teaching experience was 18.29). Eight of the

teachers in the sample had been at the school tor over 20 years.

The school was a designated Chapter 1 school and had the highest number of free lunches in

the district (out of total 187 elementary schools). The highest number of tree lunches Indicated

that the schocd more than likely had the lowest socioeconomic status in the district Twelve out of

20 houses three blocks either side of the school weft, burned-out, boarded-up hulls. There was no

playground equtpment. The students hauled the basketball backboards out at lunchtime and hooked

them up on the wails Of the building to ptay basketball. There was no librarian and no tibraty a the
SChool aktIough the boOkmobile came by once a week. Due to the untiring effotte of the principal to

get additional funding. there was a computer lab and a computer lab instructor. From Chapter 1

money the principal had hired a full-time truant officer to visit homes 'and get the children to come

to school. Attendance a the time of the study Was up to 95% daily. Out of over 800 students,

approximatety 98% were African-American. According to the principal, approximately one-third

al the childred moved into or out of the school in any one year. Mean grade level scores on the

California Achievement Test in 1990 indicated that kindergarten and first grade were the only

gristles where the majority at students were at or above grads level. Following these grades there

was a gradual arid continual decline In the test scores with as few as 17% at end of fifth grade and

20% at end of the sixth grade at or above grade level on reading comprehension on the California

Achievement T.

tnsuuments, There were three phases in the study. Phase 1 consisted of group administration of

two written measures to seventeen teachers. Phase 2 consisted of a one-hour indiviclua. interviews

.1'1 MOM Plmie 3 cnnsfsted of abnegation and in-dooth intentows of two focus
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teaches who, based on quantitative data, represented the Mechanistic or the Contextuaest

perspecttve, respectively. The results of the Phase 3 interviews Of the locus teaches will net be

reported in this papa.

1awaintE2biaLLenauseaums.
in Phase 1, seventeen teaches completed two written instruments: (1) A modified version of

Me Theoretical Orientation toward Reading, designed by Deford (1988), herein stoned to as PA-

TORP, and (2) the Teacher Control-Stirdent Autonomy Scale ( Decl, Schmitz, Sheinman. & Ryan.

1981), referral to as the Student Autonomy Scale. The Nat Liunt-type Instrument. the M-TORP,

was designed to measure teachers theoretical orientation toward reading in two sakigories:

reductionistic and hoestic (i.e., with expen advice, the phonics and wood strategy Nem of the TORP

were gulped into a Ireductionistie category and the whole language isms of the TORP and new

social constructivist Items were grouped into an *holistic* category). The 32-itten M-TORP

measured the teachers' theoretical orientation toward one camension of literacy instruction-

content, I.e., teaching goals aid instructional methods. The items of the M-TORP weft recoded so

that a high score represented a reductionistic perspective. A/I the itaos were coded according to

that relationship to the reductionist orientation. A score of 5 meant that the respondenrs answer

was conaonarn with a reducticenstic perspective on leaching reading. A score of 1 meant that the

respondent's answer was not consonant with the reductionistic perspective and, therefore, assumed

to be more consonant wen the hotistic perspective. Teachers were then ranked according to their

scare on the reducticnistic sc.sle. The higher the score on the scsie kidicated a stronger preference

toward reductionistic reading goals and methods associateo with Mechenienn conversety, the tower

the score on the reductionistic scale indicated a stronger prefemnce towant holistic reading goals and

methods associated with Contextureism.

The second Insrurnent, the Student Autonomy Scale, plmed teacher responses along a

continuum with a single score made by subtracting teacher control 80718$ from student autonomy

scores (Deci, el al. 1981). This instrument was designed to measure teachers preference tor

asserting adult control versus supporting child autonomy.? According to DOW 61 al. (1981) closely
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related to this scale vas tetwhers' use of extrkmic rewards and of controlling-type communication

mate teachers' use of intrinsic motivation and informing-type communicatbn. In the study, the

Student Autonomy Scale examined teezher beliefs and knowledge about the second and ttard

dimensions of classroom practice: teacher instructional role and Malec learner role. Mechanism

end Contextual= differ in the role the teacher and the student play in ltiarning. Mechanism focuses

more an the teacher as the sole arbitrator and planner 01 classroom activr les, and the single

evaluator and rewarder ol student SuCC65S. Students were expected to ccrifonn to teacher

expectations became the teacher needed to exert control over classroom outcomes. Teachers who

scored kiw on the Student Autonomy Scale were considered to be more conglient with kalchantsm.

Contextuallem focuses more on the transactions between student and teacher about classroom

activities. The teacher is more of a guide, a tacMtator and a supporter of student learning. An

alpaca goal of the teacher would be increasing student independence and self-reliance by the end of

the yew. Cantextualism focuses more on the development of student voice and importance of student

meening.making in classroom dialogue. Because Contextuallem assumes that teachers need to help

Students become mote seff-rellant and independent ands deternkne many of their own learning

outcomes (Palincsar & Brown. 1080), teachers Who scored high on the Student Autonomy Scale

were considered more congruent wtth Contextualmm.

IftilluMODL Pflaae jyidual intervelys,

In Phase 2, thirteen of tfre seventeen teachers volunteered to be interviewed regarding their

instruction of reading and writing The structured interview had three sections: (1) teacher

beliefs/knowledge atiout the four dimensions of classroom practice (content, teacher role, student

row, social comext) as they apply to the teaching of reading and writing. (2) teacher responses to

value-laden beliefs tegaioing instruction in the urban context wtth African-American economically

disadvantaged chiictren, (3) teacher responses to two written dialogues of classroom reading lessons

witiph demonstrated teaching using a direct instruction model versus teaching the same content using

a more dialogic model of interachon. The dialogues in section 3 of the interview were assumed to

represent a n aspect ot the two perspectives, Mechanisrtand Contextuahsm, respectively.
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In the study the multiple data collection methods described above included two kinds of data:

ono set of data sources was more congruent with quantttative analysis, whereas another set of

sources was more congruent with qualitative anaysis. The quantitative sources used in Phase 'I

provided data on three of the four literacy dimensions: content teacher Instructional role and

student learner role. The quantitative measures did not include krformation related to the fourth

dimension: context . On the other hand, the qualitative Interviews used in Phase 2 included data

relevant to all four dimensions. The examination of teacher beliefs and imowiedge about literacy

teaching and learning using both quantitative and qualitative methods accornplished several

purposes. FR*, 21* use of multiple methods reflected Me mulif-faceted definition of literacy.

The broad definition of literacy teaming Implied that literacy teaching aid Warning is not limited

to what happens just during reading Instruction. Other events in thellaseroom conceited to

students learning the cultural practices associated with literacy. Csikezenenlhalyi (1990)

described the foundation of literacy thus: 'literacy presupposes the existence c4 a shared symbol

system that mediates information between the individuate mind and external events.° Students

learn a set of cultural practices through a shared symbol system. When students become !Iterate,

they communicate with cthets through this symbol system to gain intonation, to accompfth

goals. and to participate in ere larger society. *Society determines, however, how literacy is

defined, Instructed and evaluated" (Erigiert & Palincsar, 1992). Given our broad definition, we

assumed that teachers made decisions about literacy teaching arid learning all day long in a variety

of contexts. Teacher beliefs and knowleOge abott literacy influenced instnictional decisions In a

variety of contexts across the school day. Therefore, using muttiple instruments with multiple

dimensions tapped several teXts and ;COMM of literacy Instruction.

Second, t'le multiple methods with multiple rlimensions allowed the creation of richer

descriptions of the teachees practice. For example, analysis of the qualitative instrument, the

structured interview, revealed that Teacher I.., a primary grade teacher, seemed to be more

oriented toward Mechanistic perspective in her teaching of reading and witting.

9
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We don't teach reading skills per se, but we teach readiness skills (at her level). We get

the kids in tune with alphabet recognition... Putting the letters together is part of the

reading and phonics. So they know that they have to put a lot of the letters (together) in

order to put together a word.(Teacher L)

The M-TORP reflected the results of the qualitative analysis try her rank in second place on the

reductionistic scale (Table 1). Her position as second from the lowest on the Student Autonomy

Scale seemed to indicate her preference for teacher control over student autonomy as wen (Table

2). Interviewing teachers about the multiple literacy dimensions captured teacher beliefs and

knoviiedge about literacy Mstruction and gave us some of the reasons why teachers believed what

they did. Multiple methods of investigating the multiple literacy dimensions had a better chance of

=Sing out the several reasons thai a teacher may have for hisfher current practice ot literacy

instruction.

emrsaskiiisL With the support of the principal and vice-principal in the school, the group

Measures in Phase 1 were administered at an all staff meeting. All interviews were conducted al

the school. The pincipal often provided a building substitute to cover the classroom so that the

interview could takce place. Sometimes the interview was conducted during the noon hour. The

researcher was ki the school 4 to 5 days a week over the last six weeks of schoc4 in May and June.

The researcher was familiar with the staff and the administration because over the last three years

the researcher had been involved In the school as a staff deveioper on several occasions. However.

during the school year prior to the commencement of the study, the resealcher visited the school

only Onee.

gilitArtalysis, To summarize the Phase 1 data, the M-TORP (Table 1) and the Student Autcoomy

Scale (Table 2), a mean on each scale was calculated for each teacher and the teacher scores were

ranked. Then, the teaches scores on the two scales were correlated to determine the statistical

significance of the relationship between the two measures.

The individual intennews of the thirteen teachers, the Phase 2 data, were transcribed and

read lour times in their original form 10 dertip a case summary for each teacher. In this initial
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set of realings, the Window was mad one time for each of the tour (emulate to caws teacher

beliefs and imoyotedge about that dimension across the whole intentiew. The fair (Intension* of

literacy teaching and learning were: (1) content (2) teacher instructional role; (3) student

learner roes; and (4) context. According to the definition and aspects of each Dimension (Table 4),

the relevant quotations from the intentiew IMO chunked under atm or mom at the appropriate

dimensions. Then an interview summary was mitten for each teacher. In this summary. certain

themes tnat seemed Mitleistolti for that leacher wen; emphasized, but the data wowed esperahad

by dimension. The original quotations from the interview were used as evidence for the themes In

the SUMMarkill. TWO otstaide reaiem also read 3 and 2 intendese, respectively. They followed the

guidelines mow tor separation and classification of the interview into Me dknenslons and

ciaselfied the Interview statements kito the four dimensions. There vias gate* atiroement

between Ms outside reader* and the researcher that the dimensions were clear and wartudea

Also, them Wei general agreement about the quotations that were selected to be kycluded ki the

surnmary descripeon of each leacher.

FonosillO the compftaticri of the data from the interviews into thirteen case summaries, the

researcher then road aa of the case summaries of the interviews acmes each dimension. The

purpose With* reading was to ante a case desaiption of teacher beliefs and knowtedge about

*Iraq teaching and lemming at one urban school, Washington Elementary. The school caps

included bah the majority and minority themes that existed acmes se thirteen cam under each

dimension. 'After %limiting this case description of the school acmes the four dheeneions, the

researcher compared Mat school4evel downplay to the two pempeothres on teaching and

learning, Mechanistic and Contextualist, looking tar consistencies and contrasts betiveen the

teachers' practice and the perspective& The results of that final schooi-tevel analysts are

presented her&

PESULTS

The tour dimensions of literacy leaching and learning served the purpcee 01 netping the

researcher analyze the results. However, In creatingII the case description al the school and
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of the four dmensions. Table 4 presents a summay ot teachers' beliefs and knowledge abort

literacy In relation to Mechankitic and Contextuailst perspectives. It should be noted here that nal

all teachers at the school subscribe to one pommels; totally. What is presented hers is a

description of both the majority and the minority viewpoints regarding diereay Orstruction at one

urban school

Whai Mows is a deer:110km of how this mechanistic conception is played out in stated

teacher beliefs and knowledge about classroom Steam teaching and learning. One of tie tenets of

Mechanism as it is applied to psychology is that °complex mental states we regarded as antifyzable

without residue into mental elernenta of a relatively small number of kinds° (p. 218, Pepper,

1942). Gaveiek and Palincsar (1988) describe Pepper's mechanistic evrkiview where the

individual is °analogous to a machine in that ft may be reduced to discrete psis or components.°

In classrooms this could be translated into complex learning is best developed only after the

student has gained at lean a fundamental understanding of simpler teaming processes. To almost

ail of the teachers al Washington Elementary, the simpler teaming that is fundamental and

essential to reading is an understanding of phonics, an ability to decode, and the learning d

vocabulary. The simpler learning that is fundamental to writing is pi ability to spell, capitakte

and punctuate and, to some, the abinty to write a complete sentence.

There are several examptes from the Xnerviews which describe the emphasis on simpier

learning processes that are considered to be foundational to literacy learning. AN of the implied

practices behind these beliefs and knowledge influence student perceptions of vMat it takes to

become literate and what ft means to be literate in the larger society. The Interview results have

been clustered under several topic sentences which are labeled with letters.

-. 1 I ;64 ,11.1 I .- I. t i " 4.../ **.U..t.

Most describe learning to read as a linear, sequential process where the student needs to

accumulate fundamental understandings such as phonics and vocabulary knowledge before theycan

comprehend.

1 3 BEST COPY MI
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I break my teaching uri into pieces. In (my grade level) in September I teach phonics. I

build the fundamentals. In spnng I put the skills together and teach comprehension (o).

I feel there has to be some system. (The basal mines) I* used throughout the school. It

givie them the phonkz they need all year. Phonics am, vocabu'iary development are very,

very important We have it In the workbook. We have It in the drill, In Me seat work end

Ms vocabulary test and that Is very good for them and for me. (H)

I Mink phonics is the first step to reading. They need to know how to decode. They need to

know how to sound out words, put the sounds together. (N)

Phonics is often learned in isolation from texts and reading.

Well you have to learn your consonare sounds, your vowel sounds.... to retain Information

and not lose it once you look at it. Some children do that (lose Me Information), that is why

you have to keep going over and over and over. Conscoant sounds aid vowels realty

heips.(K)

111.- '-1111..t .1 It .i .1,41k= i 1:1 it .011.6.1

teachers, Al teachens (except the preschool teacher) use the basal for reading instruction. They

have a positive response to the basal reader, worksheets and skillsheets. They co:morally agree that

II 'works MCA, or 'engages all the skills.(A)' One teacher likes It because it Integrates well

wen other subjects, 'It goes along with the other language arts subjects taucpt. (C)' Most

teachers follow the district curriculum in teaching from the basal. One teacher, however, I have

found myself lumping all OM' the books, the core of the text to get stories that might fit in that I

have overheard on the playground cx something that lust kinda correlates vAth what is goMg on in

their world.'

G. The ur level teachers tancteato emplmaikeiccabiLlaCaffittligiznEtatULAW-ItutialaV. 'The

MOGI important thing in teaching reading is good coverage of the vocabularY.(A)'

LiotailaYeLaielltiffilaalosiCaffli-mnitatiztt-thagaltstan team to read and write.

glstuxteliont_fgagy,_ °First you have to know how to hold the pencil. That is Important because

some of us grab the penc11.,the little muscles In tie fingers haven't developed enough on how to
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hold II correctly so, you start Mho end wa work our way up. (1)6 Two lOwar loyal ataMintary

teaChera monied the Idea that teaming to wree Is only possible alter one learns how to read.

°Writing la riposte from reading and it comes naturally. After you team to read, linking comes

naturally. Oil'

i.lasabiaillosalizatillamelloasiballo For

matt at tin mows good writing Is mastering the technical skills of capitalization, punctuation

and spelling. al Want them to be able tO recognize capital letter wide and be able to know If a

period or a question mark Is In a sentence. By Ihe time June gam here, I dilL ditti. MI on them

and It doesn't register and stick with them. (K). -The difficult thing about teaching writing is Mat

everyurz went, you to spell everything out. I come away feeling like I are In a mffilon plows. (Fr

°They need sentence writing to Wan with..., then, go to paragraph willing but they have to be abie

to wrtte complete sentence first (fl) °I don't go through that witeneM writing process xilth

thorn because I dont went them to get discouraged. (E)

tiAoiltinsbenutitailnegallenstactithareilitairmallidalilludielsideLd
learning to read and wrtte. Two teachers on the stalf seem to be more Contextualist in their

overall approach to reading and writing Instruction. One teacher explicitly strted her belief that

reading aid writing are connected, I cant separate reading and writing. It is lust part of the

process...I think basically I Incorporate that writing in what they we doing with that reading.

(M) The other teacher said Li relation to writing goals, al would have to say, creativity aid

purpose again. We have a general purpose in mind and knowing who your audience woukl be (la

important).(B)

A 's*.1

0,6,11;!1. 1,6",- 4. zi I.- 11.-.... k..4 1 11 I.

.J111 1,: 111 "1 .0,10 -1,%1 I...1 .,.-.1".11-

4.__Ieschanunalsaihenktai_Thstiosallillom °They must sae You as the One In charge- RV

In the first of the year when I come In, I set dawn the grotod mies....You almost have to be cruel

to get them to understand that you we In charge. (C)' There wee no mention of regular dasisroom

15
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jabs or students having a role in creating classroom rules. This orientation toward classroom

coned by the teacher seems to be more consonant with the Mechanistic perso.:Active.

Only one teacher mentioned that the students had any input on classroom governance. She

(11) oaoasionally allows the students to handle classroom discipline In a game they caN Vourr,

She notes that the discipline that they give out is usually *more severe than her own.

D. A gpod classroom Is a_ walk-planned classroom (S. B. H. 1. L M), A well-planned classmoin

mid be Mechanistic or Contextualist depending on how the plane are conceived and implemented.

A mapilly of the teachers recognized that the students need a structure and organization in their

ilves. Several teachers mentioned the need for 'organization (A)", °management (M). 'structure

(4, J and °planning (S) in the classroom.

,i si . 0.0.11 11,-1 .1! i l
411.313LNLIIIILAISIGLiilimIdelictietitincLQLDeratdtilltitLIMISKLINtif teaching by an external

alaniacciLihailaatts2NISMIELSKIffightiffIA

It is realty llnPovtal the children to learn to read because of the testing that we have

here. When they are able to read, they are able to read the test booklets, they are able to

read directions and follow them. I would love to see them finish the (primary) grade level

book, and be ready for the second grade level.,11 Is the way Of sChool systems, of evaluating.

But, you have to be evaivated throughout life In order to see if you are accomplishing

anything. (K)

I wouid like my children to comprehend at grade level (3)

...getting these chltdren at grade level, helping them to function well in ths next grade like I

do every year. That is one of my major goals, help them to function property and stand On

their own two feet for next year. (D)

To several teachers it was important tar the children to team something in order to °give It back to

you.(1). E) The concern tor external standards and the interest In helping children team codttied

knowledge rather than problem solving and creating some knowledge of their own is more

contionant wiM the Mechanistic perspective than Tb-Conlextualist perspective.
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eanimiiiimialatanuagnialaintitssamamithin

mantsgoaganatift.A.Cgontsamissintismagmanguilmincutsta
histhanigh Affsmonyi.

The reasons for this emphasis an simpler gooks iind methods of teaching needing

and willing may have to do Mei the teacher's perception of the children themselves and
eft they need.

iLiinglittbtaglegtherubiLmeautuumtathiummilabegular

eggliftungmeskangedubstibiLytimahati, 'These children haverthe greatest needs

of any of the children I have worked wIth...1 guess when you think of education or

teaching. I might think of dealing with the whole child and. as a whoie child, these

children have many areas eters they have needs. Physically, socially, medically. *tech
need to be desk with.*

So graduatly It went down; It wasn't tast....Itt say about the last seven years, we

mined seeing more vacant house, more drugs, like the kids an Imow about drugs
around here.- more vacant iota-more fires, burned out houses.. It has reached the

point where the Immediate neighboMood has an mike lot of bumed out

houses,...Out of 24 students now, I only have one that pays for lunch and he Is

moving to the suburbs this IIIUMMer. So, k gradually came. Bo ft gradually

became you could see It In the lunch count, you could etre It In the children not

having two parents and you could see It in the neighboMood immediately around

here- the tiurned out buiidings, the vacant IOW and the vacant buildings and the
crime here. It got more and more prevalent tor the children to tell you In the
morning about the crime the night before....But what I am saying is. If a child

comes Into my room end tells me that there was a fire on their street last night.

that doesrrt faze me, we go on with OW work, ?trey tell me their father wall

1
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shot or someone was shooting at theff house. I might ask them a little more about
it... (H)

iL.Chat_1101/

zotagaikuttaieacitememotiasizectihattbeinuchialalicksuwathriatinticancamaam
incissaungAsmirigugma.lialicgdg. 'You cannot assume or presume that they know anything.
.A word that you presume Is common language, they don't know. They haven't been exposed tO
11....They lust, so many oe them, I use the expression, Tye In a vacuum'. You Mow, as far as
vocabulary development Or conCepts of different thkigs that we presume that everyone knows. (A)"
Rve of the thkteen teachers interviewed said that they believe that many of the children have
nave% been out of the neighborhood. School field trips are the only opportunity they have to get out
of the neighboMood. 'Host children vette from theft experience and imagination and If you don't
have the experience, you can't have the imagination. So you have to create the imagination and take
them on trip and show them the movies or do something* (C) For one teacher, a teacher needs to
assess background knoeiledge *for whatever academic area that your working in because their
prior knoveedge * sorely lacking. You as the professional have to maks up the slack or do the best
that you can. (E)"

Ail of the MSChers interviewed emphasized the lack of background knowiedge Mat studente
bring to school tasks. A particularty poignant extunple was when an upper elementary teactuor
assigned an autobiography to her students.

_Chapter One would be from my birth to three years old arid "Mrs. (Teacher A), I don't
know *sat to write'. I said, 'You know you'll have to ask your mom. She's the one that
knows.' Weil after about a week of this, 'My mother says she can't fomenter anything.'
So !homily, see sane of them, not all, have written some darting things so far, but there
are sane children, you know, their life, like I said, is a vacuum....I would like them to have
a picture page, ya know, labeled, this is so and so at two years oid, (I hear), 'nobody keeps
picture of me.' There are probably 14 or 15 (of my 30 students) that just have wrthen
Iwo one loose leaf page so far.' *Well, because I haven't even started telling them how their
life is so different trom anyone else's especially with them as the main character. And, um,18
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on their birthday. was there a berme Was grandma with you?and, you know, that type

of thing, and what did you do what was your favorite toy? (They say) 'I didn't have any

toys: Out so I know that they have gone home and they have led me to feel that they have

gone home, I told them to interview mom, she's Om expert on your birth aid eta you awe

klks in thrs first or second year of your NW Call her fanny and ask her. 'She doesn't

know.' (A)

According to some teaches the lack of acperlence end backgramd knawiodge shoos up In language

development

can't put my finger on why, mart gnxqn of five yeas olds have a lot to say and N migfe not

make soy sense but they have a la to say. They usually have a pretty nice size vocabulary.

They have words to describe things. They have names of thinits. Many of these children

come and they don't have common names. they don't know the names of animals. They don't

know the names of common ablects....Communication is through gestures arid pokiting. I

mean, I have las of chIldren that come In, they we nonverbal in hes. I an not saying that

they we nonverbal chNdren. Out it makes you wonder how much language, how much

vocabulary they actually have. identify simple objects, or Wow Simple dkectione. it is

real common. (M)

And the children that end up in my room have very poor motor Mlle. Ths fist area I ask

is thek name. They get points for getting the first and or last nano, thek age, their

address and their birthday. Many children know their fist name and that is S. (IA)

There is no one there. I'm literally saying it that there at, children I would imagine that

born in some of these crack houses and the mother gave birth, stepped over them and kept

on going. They have to go for themselves. The only isiguage they hear, is that etich is going

in and out of the door. So when they come to school they we really unprepared (13).

I. -;1( I .6. 110.,. 1.4 . t 4. 4-.4 tl..

fauman. Thar students do not experience mu& =cars In their fives Made of school. Semi

Nachos (MI,E.F, GM,M) stated that the problems that they ass In this neighborhood are based on
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economics. "The differences I see with these children we maliWy in terms of economics.... I have

worked at Mei schools. I see tne differences as wonting with some realty poor, poor children

vilth, um; they are a a real economic dleauvantage. (m) all bolts dovm to a matter of

economics. UPS* you see people In (an atiluem stbuib) who have washing machines. People

here do not have washing machines. Children come to school with dirty clothes. pr `What they

need is jobs. What they need is a Chance for a little higher education, trades or whatever. To deny

them the best possible education that you can give them or that they can 3et (is wrong). Teach

them. I mean it le a mow of economics. We (our city) dart have businesses to speak of, we dont

We are not where the money is.... (F)'

They (the children) don't have any need for education because most don't even feel that they

MI live to enjoy it. They see their parents dying, they are just wandering aimlessly

themselves, aimlessly on the street, what is education going to do for them, what could you

possibly do?(S)

!11 f a :It- lit .11 *, SI lit

Ii. A .1114 , 4. ,1111.4

414.1i-.11 .' 4,- I Over 90% of the students al Washington

Elementary are AMcan-American. Ten of the teachers who volunteered to be kierviewed for the

study are Atrican-Amencan. Five teachers from the *hots group interviewed staled that the

children know or should know two languages- a "Black dialect (D, B, M, E, F)' and `general

American language'. For others, the students may bring a language to school but it is really

*sianguage (144, K)'. For two teachers (one white and one African-American) 'rap' is nothing at

all, `It is something they made up," All teachers believe that the students need to Improve',

*correct'. and change their language. They need to learn °proper English (A,H, J)', "general

Amertcan language (G.m)' , In order to get along in the 'real world (C,D,E. H. Ix. The desire for

those African-American teachers is to prepare the children to make it in the real world. As one

teacher stated: "I think Ii is a real tough decision (to Ignore the Black dialect) but you donl go

20
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ahead (in life). you don't go to a corporals bowl room saying 'yo bable and yaw hod bider know

that. (F)

4,iiiti0111:3112.31.101b1n3laiallinattaa-143X4119110122.1NLIMIX11110131APOWAINOMMIS

MILIniadlinilL-Thflitle101101211.211111M-SUAIMOSUMUILlitsamanialweidtglitt

Canto:0)10.m emphasized the rois al the swig interaction as Influencing, contributing end even,

determining the quality and complexity al one's thinking. in genet'', it was not ki the teaching oi

reading and writing, however, *tete the teaches seemed to recognize the Imponance of social

kneractions in the development of thinking, it was in Me area of social cognidon and interaction

where the teachers responded to Me childran's context and used the t:lassroom context to teach

students. What they taught was *etiquette (o), values and survivid *Ms. The teaches did what

Mar could to help students cope with the fide al poverty, drugs and even, death that is pan of Me

Ilves at their children. Both the Mechanistic and Contextualist perspectives on classroom teaching

and seaming Include caring for students es a rationale for teacher NSW and knowledge regarding

bteracy teaching and teaming. When teaches talked the personal qualities thst wets important

for a teacher is Washington Elementary, caring for the children was an essential component

LA-9.0a.111021-81--Wlatillagallannaa-lint, Ten out 01 13 used the waft 10eW, th their

description of a goad teacher. The greatest mistais a teacher could make al We school was eto not

care. (FT Nine out of 13 teachers used the word 'care in their deer:Option of a good teacher.

Two teachers mentioned the specific other raise that a tearher might have to !oviform while a

teacher at Washington Elementary:

You should have an undestanding of these kids. You should boilers in them. and then they

nVglit need a little more love. You have to be mother, father, ntne, dOctot. You have to be

everything because they might not be getting that (C)

First of all the teacher must make hisiher number one concern the children. Forget the

restmake sure she keeps her mind on being about the business of being for the 21
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chlidren..You might be a doctor, a social worker, a counselor, a policeman.... k means

really caring for the children. You have to be there for the children ( (3).

-i i 4,-,4...* r .....1 I,* 11 1,1 01 44, Ito 411 i.°11-41 -

MIL Three out of thirteen teachers mentioned the need to be llextile.*

we are Me a small family in the classroom and we we due to spend the coming year in the

classroom together. There has to be trust. There has to be regard ter each other, Just Uke

at home- hopekey at home, and all of those things wid I stress how proud I am of them wid,

'my gosh. how beautiful you look today.' They appreciate being appreciated. (A)

You know they (the parents) lust lack the necessary parenting skills. I say now I rot*

know the difference between parenting and babysining and it makes a big difference.

Parenting is quite Involved and takes a lot of wort And you find yourself as a teacher too If

you want to develop more of your trust with the kids. You have to do a lot of parenting (as a

teacher) the same things that, um. you know we safe. For the children wto come

unprepared for School, no proper procedures. no respect for authority. Many of those

children lack that, you have to teach the values....(13)

Children need to know precisely what is expected and they can't do, what they can do. And If

you we real consistent about that, there is a tnet. I think that takes place between them

and the teacher.(M)

GARXXLItIadlififtalLatifigOthailelLAULailitnftn, Seven teachers mentioned the need and

desire that the children have for conversation because II have been assuming even that quite often

the circumstance that they go home to, that is. there Is not a lot of oral discussion going on. That

quite often they are told to be quiet or go stay outside or go outside... There is no one to communicate

with them. (B)'

I think that is Me of the absences in their lives (conversations). I don't think anyone

talks wilth them. They scream at them, maybe, and probably curse at them, whatever. give

orders, to sit down, whale use they love to visit. They Just love k and it all

comes out when they talk. You can talk about balloons and they get ail wound up (A). 22
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The size of their vocabulary is very small became they have not had a lot of convemations

mei people. Even if they watched TV all day, they would have remarkable language facility.

I am just sure they would because they would be heartng these watt, their language

deveiopment range is extremity low. (M)

',11.11" V. I

Many mentioned that we net only teach acalemice. wa teach the students how to behave. how to 9et

along with one another, how to not steal. The basic reason for this is, aa one teacher Wed

SOCIld development may be the most important part of what I do...They could be Om world's

beet reader and not know how to get Eng with someone else. The problem is that ow kids

are killing each othet lt is extremely imponant. maybe the most Moonset, that they

learn how to get along without resorting to vloience. (F)

The basic method that mom teachers seem to use to tesch these values fa to talk to the students.

Yes, I talk to them about drugs. I talk to them about sex because they say things in these

(her classroom) like they know everything that there Is to be known. So itaik to them.

tel dm boys. 'You know, you don't want to have babies ail over town.° and, um. 'You're

getting a baby is not maidng you a man. A man can take care al a baby? (C)

Several mentioned using the district-mandated Quest program to generate conversallon about these

MUSS and help the children problem-solve. One Wachs' has a 'swam board' out in the haeway

to rendnd children to "Make wise decisions, Be responsible, Get along with others.(N) Another

uses models of African-American athletes to inspire persistence (E).

23
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Discussion

The thirteen teachers at one urban school shared their beliefs and knowledge about literacy

leaChing and leilming. Their beliefs and knowledge abOut teaching and learning to read and vitt, hi

this setting seem to be mediated by the context, the poweiful context of a poverty-Strften urban

neighborhood. The context seems to have an oventrheiming Memo on what the teachers do in the

classroom. Day after day, year after year, the teachers have seen the neighborhood deteriorate.

They have seen the Increase hi free lunches to where this school has Me dubious honor of having

more bee lunches that any other school in the district. Free lunches translates as pOverty,

welfare dependency and in this case. It seems. drug-related activities.

The study is about how tea:hers think about teaching children to real and write, to become

literate_ perticipants in our society. Over the four dimensions, most of the teachers at the school

seem to embroile a more Mechanistic perspective on teaching and learning. They have good reasons

for leaching that way. The students come to them knowing very little. Where does one begin? Does

one begin simply and directly, hoping to give students success expedences by learning something

sir** they can hang on to? That seems like a reasonable respcxxie.

The teachers embrace several aspects of both Me Contextualist and Mechanist perspecftve.

The recognition of Me need for students to converse and °visit° is more consonant with the

Contextualist perspective Caring for students seems to be a dominant focus for the teachers. Both

the contektuaftst and the mechanistic perspectives could include caring tor students. Yet, for most

teachers neither of these valuable aspects of a classroom are linked to academic processes. it is

important for teachers to feel and to be involved whit their students' lives. We, as teacher

educators and staff developers, have to get more clever about how to link caring and conversation to

academic gams.

The most important thing urban schools can do for children is to help them become literate

participants in the society. Changing current classroom literacy instruction seems to be one way

to begin to break the cycle cif disadvantage. Based on a combined analysis of the four dimensions of
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classroom practice and the two theoretical perspectives on teaming. the study described teacher

beliefs rutd knowledge about literacy instruction. This study sought to ground teacher Web owl

knowledge in the context. In addition, the study alitempted to grapple with a broader definition cif

literacy beyced the teaching of reading and *Tata alone includMg the Oilissroom social context in

which literacy is learned. The study included teacher response to the context in which thsy end

thennelves. The study seems to show that teacher Weis and knowledge are hammered out in a

particular context in which the teachers find themselves. To ignore the caMext in which teacher

beliefs and knowledge about ftterary are built is kt ignore the societal dknension in which these

teachers must work. To understand total teachers believe and know about teaching requires

attention to some of the broader influences on instruction that come from beyond Me classroom.

To be sure, teacher beliefs and knowledge are complex. Yei, Me mapdty of the teachers M

the study support a mom Mechtmistic perspective in teaching and learning. They have good reasons

for daft so. They are taced with students *to have a set of overwtelming needs. Outside efictfts to

improve schools are often based on either a Mechanistic or a Contextualistic pempective. In order

to assist teachers in improving their practice. It is impottant for staff developers, educators and

researchers to know the teachers they we instructing The study gives Insight into teachers'

nitionales for literacy instruction in one urban school. Without such knowledge. outside efforts in

schools are doomed to failure because we do not know where teachers are starling from Olen we

seek to help them improve their practice. Hopefully, the study will also contrbute to

understanding staff developers and reacher educators pones.
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Figure 1

liCAMOSTK PgR5fil,CTWE, on teaching and learning is a way of looking at teaching and
learning that emphasizes com0ex learning processes are bete understood awldeveloped after one has
gained al P- it a fundamental understanding of simpler learning processes. Sy defining and analyzing
ewe simp6.4 placessea, more complex behavior can be explained. We cat undenund phenomena by
deliciOng thetr pats and discovering !artful relationshtes between them (Pepper, 1942, 1967). .
Precepts in this perspective can be related to empittcalicontextualism (Gersten, Carnine &
Woodward. 1987), mechanism (Pepper, 1942; Heshuslus, 1991, 1992). interaction (Dewey &
Bentiey, 1949; Altman & Rogolf, 1987) and reductionism (Heshusius, 1991, 1992; Poplin,
1965). One characteristic of this perspective is to develop and rely upon an external set of
standards to gauge progress (Heshusius, 1991). Elms we a crucial some of infomiation as the
teacher modifies kistructial to help students learn the content the teacher expects the students to
leen (Gomm, 1942). According to Gerston (1992), the two pillars of &Tact instruction are
'empathy tar student success and understanding of the need for clarity'. Timely and correct feectsc*
is an essential component in student learning. From the Mechanism perspective, learning can be
defined as: a relatively permanent change in behavior.°

In classrooms, Mechanism perspectives on teaching and learning emphasize the study al
discrete, observable and measurage owomes as evidence of learning literacy. Classroom practices
risen associated with al underlying Mechanism perspective would be drill and practice, classroom
recitation, direct instruction and Distar.

CONTEXTUAUSid PERSPECTIVE: on teaching and teaming le a way of looking al teaching and
learnhig that emphuizes the rale of the social in the development ol thinking. Social constructIvism
is most classify associated with the work of Soviet psychologist, Lev Vygotsky (193411988).
Precepts in this perspective can be related to constructivism (Plaget, 1955, 1970), contaxtualsm
(Pepper, 1949), transaction (Dewey & Bentley, 1949; Altman & Rage. 1967) and
hohstiCicOnStfUctIvism (Hellhusius, 1982, 1986; Poplin, 19116). Foundational to this perspecttve
la Ma complex learning processes are best widerstood in the context in which they are learned.
Social conanictivism is an example ai a cognitive learning theory. CognItive theories, In general,
emphasize complex intellectual processes such as thinking. language. and problem solving as major
aspects al the learning process. Cognitive theorists emphatize how one orgerezes experience in a
situation and the witys in which one learns alternative Or More appropriate kinds of organizing
otpettences (Stiliftescker. 19118). What distinguishes contextualism front other cogrdtive theodes
aid tram the Mechanism conceptions al leaning and teaching is Me inclusion and emphasis on the
social aspect of learning. In fact, based on the work of Vygolsky (1934/1979), Engled and
Paiincsar(19111) emphasize that 'society provides a critical influence on behavior and thought that
guides participants as they engage in literacy interactions° . "Literacy is socially constructed by
Sachem and students as they engage in holistic and authentic activities and participate in mutuafty-
constituted discourse (13,1).° From Me Contextualism perspective, Warning can be defined as: "the
canstruction of new knowledge through the process of transformation and self-regulation" which
happens in a dynanic and holistic psychological system and is sublect to the influences of person and
the environment. (Poplin. 1988; Altman & Rogan. 1957)

in classrooms. the Ccatemalism perapective on teaching and learning focuses on the context
in which literacy is learned. For example, classroom practices often associated with an underlying
Contextualism perspective would be reciprocal teaching, process writing (author's chair, peer
editing), language experience stoiies and collaborative prcblem solving.

26
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Figure 2

GOAL: What dais the teacher value as-an outcome ot his or her Reding and %%lilting
Instruction?

2 5

METHOD: What tachMoues, student activities and insmtionsi practices does the teacher
use In teaching reading and writing in the classroom?

711A1-C7iti 4ISTIC PERSPECTIVE CONTEXTUALISTIC PERSPECTIVE

Goals: a:
-Pm learning of simpler proceuee in reading
and writing as building blocks for more complex
reading and witting later.
-Units of language: Letters. letterliound
reiationships, words 'operate from stories.
text
-Tees on discrete subsioPs
-Emphasis on phonies and vocabulary
development Isolated from application
-Important tO recognize words teadotely
-Reeding processes are separate from writing
-important to spelt, punctuate. capitalln
words, and know to0c sentences In order to
write
-To crwroreftend students MAO know sP words
In a atilort

-The teeming of complex thinking processes in the
context of euthendc. whole Mice
-Units of language: sentences, paragraphs. whole
stades, books, ohsPerc sonclig
-Tests on mourn and kind of Information gained
Nem comprehendtig texts
-important to understand Ishii you are reacting
-important to be motivated, interested in academic
tasks
-Reeding and writing pommies OfIl intertwined
-Important to recognize itudentiti and wpm in

writing
-To comprehend, background knowledge activated.
toe of comma clues. focus on piwpoes and making

meaning.

Ilisibai .

-13sost- based and WOW Instruction.
-DM and pewit* on Memo Isolated skids
related to reeding comprehension
-Direct Instruction used: °academic focus.
precise sequencing of content. high pupa
soapwort., cook, teacher monitoring,
specific currective feedback° (Duffy I
Rosh*, len, p. 38)
-Writing SOntenCes from 110911102 wOrds.

-Ossal used but snitched Ws snide books
Amotomo tr000ttonnlos to owed reading end
writing al day long.
-AedvsOon of background imotriedge relevant le
comprehentian
-Use of proCiess writing activities (author's chitir,
pear tutoring. publishing)
-Oral reading, Went reading, too.

27
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aniailifiNAL_TiMiraitiaMigagniiiLeara_all1=1
PERSONAL: What personid qualities should a good teacher have?

INTERACTIONS: What kind of Interactions should a good teacher have with students over
content well as atter aspects ot students' lives?

RESPONSES TO DISTRICT CURRICMAR EXPECTATIONS: How should teachers respond to
district curricular expectations?

2 6

MECHANISTIC PERSPECTIVE CONTEXTUALISTIC PERSPECTIVE

Personal. Personal:
-Strong, positive, in charge not muCh allowance
tor student to shape social or academic context
et classroom... more authoritarian than
autfroritative
-40 expectatioris
"ft-opine the role of affect in learning:

r Leo tor trust, self-concept, interest

-Strong, positive, in charge but allows for
students to contribute more authoritative then
authoritarian
-High exPectstions, derived with student
-Recognizes the role of affect in teaming:

need for trust, sail-concept, interest

intractions: Interactions:
4-

:reedy( initiates, sustains and defines type,
duration and scope of classroom interactions
-Teacher responds to shxlent misconceptions,
IMMOs or mistakes in relation to hisiher
Instructional goals. (faerston, 1992)
-Teacher needs to provide cisrity of instruction
((lemon, 1992)
-kneractions need to be controlled in order to
ealture ettiCienf aJocess
-Geer learning e active but students act on
teacher &Anted activities arid content

,

I

-Teacher rnitiates some interactions. StudentS
also have control over some interactions like
'Authors' Chair°
--Ciassroom routines engender shared
understandings about meaning, forms and uses of
literacy ' (Rogoff in Engari & Palincsar, 1992)
-Teacher fosters opportunities for students to
perttcipate in classroom conversations over texts
(Enalert & Pelincsar, 199x)
-Best learning is active: students and teachrs are
involved in the processes

Curricular Expectations: 1 Curricular Expectations:
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-Program is measured against externany
(outside the classrnem) oonstnroted and
extern/0y controlled eet of standards
(Hoshissies, 1001).
-Criterft * problem eelection and evstuation
is Milted form an odernal set of Standards

(HosauSkoli, 1091).

-Progress Is measursd agoesa Intarna1 (teacher

and steden0 construoted and ooneolled est ci

standords
-Problem am asteMsd end exstuasal en Ihe basis

of otassroont goats and ob)acOves (Gam, Enci1arl

Pollnow')
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PERSONAL VAS kind of personal quads* does a student need to be a suocessite

learner?
Wha persona qualities hinder learning?

COGNITIVE: What kind of cognitive processes are children using as they acquire

literacy?
What idtid of backgrowid knowledge do students bring to tasks?

INTERACTIVE; What kind of collaborative activities does Me teacher describe?

What 4 the role of social interaction in students' learning literacy?

t it. .*. L. *..!.... IL. 1...._.*: * ..-L.%:.L: '.- Le-t: %.1...i *

anemAimusric PERSPECTIVE CONTEXTUALISTIC PERSPECTIVE

Pe ganef: Personsi:
-Listen. absorb information
-Motivated by rewards- extrinsic factors

-Respond to teaching
-Feet' necessary to conform to classroom and
school evecsiffens at expense of cultural and

ethnic heritage

-Act, integrate and reconstruct meanings
-Motivated try being in a trusting environment
-Motivated by challenge
-Feels valued for unique qualities that can

contribute to class from individuel, ethnic and

cultural background.

Annelle*: .,S.Zirtlilve,', --..
-Convene, reedy. exchange Was
-Considerable amourn of attention paid to

background knowledge (meaning Is created through
the interaction of text end audience) (Richardson,
Anders. Tidwei( a Lloyd, 1991)
-Move ham known to new, transformelive

(Poplin, 19118)
-Thinks underetene (unobservable changes are

possible)
-Focus on present engagement and involvement

-Error, ere critical in the path to individual
learning (Poplin, 1988)

-Recite. reinforce, copy, memorize: Imp° tent

methods of learning
-Orin and practice essentist
-focus on future application
-floginem learning into pans through task

anioysts (Popon, 1998)
-WO attention paid to bigktiround kniiwkidue
(meaning is in the text not in Om person-lext
Interaction) (Richardson, Anders, Tidwell &

Lloyd. 1991)
-Errors only important in relation to external
standards students need to know (Heshusius,

1991)
J.

Interactive: Interactive:
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-Pow Sawing socaptebte bemuse one student
informs gnaw of the information
aownplays sardonic content that students can
learn from one another.
-Mop' seeleabenevlorsi or motivation&
gains in cooperative learning.

-Pear toxins. cooperative groups, collaborative
problem-sorving: variety of interactive forrnote
with Mr* "Adam.
-Highlights the social end academic gains achieved
with Interest's,* learning among peers

SOCIAL. CONTEXT CP CLASSROOM
What is the edam to which the teacher includes social goals in hafts talk about other

goals?
What ie the anent to *filch the teacher descsibes methods and materiels in terms of

their contribution to the social cohesion (communication, flow, predictability of
human interactions) ki the classroom?

IMPACT OF NE NEXIMORHOOD ECXVIL CONN= CN PISTRUC71CN
To what extent do teachers include the parents in daemon activities and experiences?
How do the teacher's descrthe the student's backgramd knowledge, ethnicity and

economic status?
How do the teachers view the literacy experience the chlkiren Wing to school?
What is the extent to which teacher's modify their instruction in relation to the

student's background knos4sclas, ethnicity and economic luaus?

NECitANISTIC PERSPECTIVE CONTEXTUAUSTIC PERSPECTIVE

94 WO Context of Winn* ten:
-Leonine is most efficient under tightly
controlled conditions (Poplin. 1980).
-Eniphasis on prediction and central in
courtroom environment (Altman I Rogoff.
1987)
-Social gee*. If rnomiened, unrelated te
academic gains.

801#411 Oldest of ingtructien:
-Maul! irensections Oliel between oreardom and
aaseroom environment (Flom Meg Altman &
Rabat inn
-Learners teem our iron pesos they mot
(Poplin, 191&)
409.21 iamb inglientl reolorowil. eenneesed and
related to academic goals
4Asnagement provides predictability end structure
that students personally need in their lives

Social Context:
-important to involve parents so that they csn
reinforce school larning expectations

-literacy learning needs to prepare students to
succeed in the regular society.

-Students need lo learn standard English.

-knportant to Involve parents because we are
concerned about the whole Mid. Parents can
reinforce and extend whet is happening at school.
-Literacy learnhig needs to be personally and
culturally relevant to a student (Poplin.

-Students need to know how to bridge from the
language they know to standard English.

31 MT
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RGURE 3
The four dimensions of Ilterecy teaching and learning including

definftion, aspects and examples

* ID 4. * * * * + + + * + + + + + + + + + + + + + * + + + + + + + + * + + + *

...... lunutin.

The content dimension is defined as those goals and methods villich we designed tO
impel a body of knowledge and experience to students about litemcy. The content

dinienlion of aterfficy laming and teaching is divided int0 two aspects: goals and
methods. Literacy learning and teaching reaches beyond the traditional learning to read

and wile. The listening, writing, speaking and reading goals and methods *If be

included in this dimension.

AAMILiuntsratmainitwaseteriialtatitticilttientirAtiodutniultelialum.
An Insaweanel goal is an irecoded outcome of Instruction. It le *NH in. teadher
aspects the students to know when they walk out of the door. Teadwors may stallo several

moons why they chose these goals. The reasons as wee as Me pais themselves will be

included In this section.
Examples of literacy goals:
Knowledge of skills, strategies, phonics comprehension skins,
Knowledge of purposes of reading, wining
Knowledge of mechanics of reading, willing
Knowledge of study strategies (ways to regulate own behavior)
Knowlsdge of need to =musicale with others
Knowledge of metacognitive strategies
Knowiedge Of sublect matter
Experience with a variety of literacy formats (poetry, newspapers)

actillietiintEiliateglidlicilILISIMeLidieS. In teaching literacy. Teachers often state
swami reasons why they use these methods. The reasons as well as the methods
themselves will be included In this descripfion. The methods mtght be evident In

descriptions of:
- an activity of a senes of activities the. :hildren would do;
-a type of instructional technique mr. Me teacher uses:
-the materials that would suppon accomplishment of the goals.

Some examples of literacy methods are:
-daily oral language activities
-typical reading/writing activities- use ot basal, spelling, copying sentences,
-shon-term activities (daily. repetitive)
-long-term activities and projects (over several days or weeks)
- teacher lecture-discussion
-cooperative activities, peer tutoring
-writing books, lournals
-use of the basal
-use of literature
-held tripe and related activities

Ohnension 1: CONTENT. In the interview there are certain questions which were designed to

tamp Ow interviewee on the first dimension. These were:

12. and Dimension 3 What would sa e chikiren?
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12.c. What is most important for this new teacher to Mk* ebtart tikig isms children
reading and writing? is there anything different about teaching reading rather thim
writing?
1.24. (end Dimension 4) Mat about teaching reatang and writing Illinpson 7 Do you
speculate that there are some Mlerences?
READING
2. Please teN me about teaching resift at Washington Elementary.

2.1.Wimt Is important to do as a reading teacher?
2.2.When you think about teaching 'Wells how to read, what do theme children need to
know to be successful?
2.3. When do your students read in your class?
2.4 . How would you describe your reading Program?
2.5. What are your goals for reading instruction?
2. ff. Whet spank Odes do you want your children to have before they leave your room
for the year?
WRI1ING
3. Please tell me abota teaching writing al Washington Elementary.
3.1..b.How trequentty?
3.1.a.What type of writing do they do?
3.1.c. What kinds of things do you teach the children (about writing)?
3.1 When do your students write in your class?
3.2 What ate your goals for writing instruction?
3.4. What specific skills in exiting do you think your students should team before they
leave your room for the year? is phonics and vocabulary denotement knportant to
your teaching of reading?

8.1.(and Dimension 4)
'Some people have suggested Ma the economically disadviantageti Atricen-American
children in urban settings need direct. explicit kistruction in reading and writing that
'muses on phonics and vocabulary development. Only after teachers have provided this
fundamental direct instruction. then, should the teacher consider other things like
having students read literature or partictpate in cooperative groups.°

a. Do you agree or disagree with this statement? Why? Why not?

9.1-Dialogue Analysis Questions:
a. What is the diffemnce between these dalogues?
b. Which one ol these dialogues is more likely to occur in your classroom?

. Which one teaches the student shot he or she needs to know to be a succeselyi reader?

The teacher Instructional role dimension focuses on how teachem view their own rot
in literacy learning and teaching. The reasons that a teacher gives for having these
qualities will also be included. There are three aspects to this dimension:
PERSONAL -slue pitmenitamida shotad a good teacher have,
INTERACTIONS-what Isind_ci jrnaracjigna should a good teacher have with students over
content as well as other aspects of student's lives.
CURRICULAR EVECIATIONS

-how important is the teachers role in student learning (efficacy)
-what kinds of things ate teachers responsible for?

BEST COPY AVAILARE
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For anample, a respondent may say,
PERSONAL: -"takes her tob seriously"

-"build that self-esteem°
INTERACTIONS -"provide experiences"; °Teachers need the total group listening'
CURRICULAR EXPECTATIONS

'Teachers need 63 plan and to mctivate students,'
Witipp9dippdaa on pto Cqntomta A01101MMOdk Tar

1.1. I recognize Mat Ms is a big question. But. I am Wrested hi what you think OM
being 3 teacher al this school. Please tell me about what It is like to teach school al
Washingum Elementary.
1.2. (and Dimension 4) Assume that there Is a new teacher at Washington Elementary.
She Is certainty AN new to teaching she has been worldng hi Simpson for sePmeal yews.

Weever, she Is new to Washington Elementary. She approaches you to get acme
Intormation about working at this school. What would you tell this teacher tell about
what Is hnpanant to know about teaching at Washington Elementoy?
1.11.1). (and Dimension 4) How *visid taaahltng as Washington Elementary be different

kem toschmg my as Simpson?
12.e. What would. be a geld mistake to do in your first year here?
12.1. What advice would you give this teacher in making sum that things run smoothly?

1.3. How would you descObe a pod teacher at Washington Elementary?
1.3.8 What saw the characteristics of a good teacher of urban economically disadvantaged

an-Amencan students?
4. What rote do you feel you play in student learning to read? How about

teaming to wrtte?
(4.1.-new) What do you do that most helps students learn to read? to write?
4.1. Is it similar to a role you mi(pit play in another school, say like in Simpson?

6. (and Dimension 4) What kinds al things do you 1month:int* do to make sure the

classroom lessons run smoothly?
6.1. (and Dimension 4) What kind ot management irleas are important to remember

when teaching reading? writing?
62, (and Dimencion 4) What role does classroom management play ki your teaching

day?

++++++++++++.4-4-4-4-4-4 4-

44 ; '41 11

The student learner role is defined as those behaviors, anitudes, and orientations that
Ihe teacher assorteee which contribute to or hinder learning. The reasons that a towbar
gives MO also be included in this definition. There are three aspects to this dimension:

PERSONAL:
-what iOnd 01 personai qualities does a student need to be a successful learner; what

personal qualtties hinaer learning?
CXXitiMVE
-*tat kind ot cognitive processes are ocurring when students acquire literacy?

NTERAC11VE
-what land of collaborative literacy activities does the teacher describe
-star can students team from other students
-what reasons does the teacher give for student participation in a peers learning.

1.2.a. (and Dimension 1) What would you say about the children?

. What role do students laity in their own learning to read? to write? 34
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(5.1.-now) What do students themuivas do that most helps them to loam to read? to
write?

5.1. Do your students ever work in collaborative groups in reading? in writing?
5.14. What am the benefits of collaborative grouping?
5.2. What do children need to know to be successful in reading in consbansive groups?
5.3. How about success In teaming to wMe in cotiaboradve groups?

11111101112LALAMNIZIELamamdtlinflim

The contact dimension focuses on two aspects of context which influence Remo
teaching and erning- classroom social context and the neighbatmod context

The ciaseroom *octal context includes the people, materials and setting in which
instruction proceeds. The social contact le crested by combination at bah the social and
academic goals and methods in the classmom. In terms al teacher trievapaints, them are
two aspects of the classroom socks, COIReitt
GOALS: The edent to which the Maher includes social goals hi her or his talk abed
other goals,
WTHODS: The rodent to which the teacher describes methods and materials in terms of
their contribution to the social cohesion of the classroom.

Examples world be:
°Teach Me chiidren that school Is not play. They cai play a home.'
I have a management system. I have my miss... I give them the evil eye.°

The neighborhood context is the setting in which the chikken live. Since literacy
learning and teaching is not Hmkott to reading and usithig, It is important to note
instances whin the teacher donates the children's neighbottiood backgramd as
inituencial in literacy leaning. This dimension focuses on how teachers view the
neighborhoo6 context and how that canna impacts Mek classroom literacy instruction.
There we several aspects to dile dimension:
COMPARAIIVE:

-how Is teaching at Washington Elementary different horn teaching at another
wheat

ROLE OF STUDENT BACXGROLIPC MIME= F4 11!ACHINa
-how do the teachees desalbe and amount tor the student's backgrotaid

knowledge, ethnicity and economic MKS
-how do the teacher's view the language Mat African-American children bring

to the school
-what do the teachers say about the parents.

4..12. (and Dimenston 2) Assume that there is a new teacher at Washington Elementary.
She is certainty not new to teachtnix she has been working in Simpson for several years.
However, she is new to Washington Elementary. She approaches you to get some
Information about waking at this school. What would you tell this teacher tel about
what Is Important to know about teaching at Washington Elementary?

4..1.2.b. (and Dimension 2) How would teaching at Washington Elementary be deferent
kw teaching say at Simpson?

35
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4..12.cl. (and Dimension 1)What about teaching reading and wilting at Simpson? Do you
Speculate that Mere we some differences?

4..8. (and Dimeneion 2) What kinds of things do you intentionally do to make sure the
classroom lessons nen moan*,

4..8.1 (and Dimension 2) What kind ot management ideas are important to remember
often teaching reading? writing?

4..0.2. (and Dimension 2) What role does classroom management play In your teaching
day?

4..8.3. (and Dimension 2) What role does social development !Nay in your cuniculum?
(4.:8,1-new) How much attention do you g*e to teaching students how to go along?
Why?

4..8.1.(and Dimension t)ims peopie have suggested INS the economically
disadvantaged African-American chiktren In intim settings need dkect, explicit
Inebtaction in Mani) and wviting that focuses on phonics and vocabuituy development.
Oaly Air teachers have provided this fundamental direct Instruction, then, shotdd the
leacher consider other things like having students reed literature or pailicipate in
cooperattve groups.'

a. Do you agree or *mime witn this statement? Why? Why not?

4..8.2 'ISOM people have suggested that economically disadvantaged Atrican-American
chfidren in urban settings come to school with a strong Oral tradition. These c101dren
know a kit about language through speaking. Yet, schools evaluate die students.
perfamialce on their ability to raSpOnd In writing nal their oral larl00. Some PooPle

these schools for trying to make the AfOcan-Amertcan sti fit whit.*
a. CI you agree or disagree with this statement? Why? MI, ..Jt?

4..8.3. *Some peopie say that teachers need to take into account a child's ..ulturai and
linguistic background when teaching reading and writing.°

O. Do you apree or disaoree with this statement?
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Table I
Mean tescher scares on the ModIlleieoratical or1ellia90/1 toward Reeding

Ranked by °dentition tam! Reduction* Goals and klethode

Rank Teacher Summery score
1. D 147.
2. L 129.
3. G 128.
4. C 127.
5. A 125.
8. N 123.
7. P 120.
8. K 117.
9. t3 116.

10 . H 112.
i 1 . E 109.
12 . F i 07.
i 3. kt 10 7.
14. ft 106.

Entire population Mean 119.5 (S. O. 11.427) Missing cases. & Teachers J, R, S

Rwlk Teacher

Tete 2
Mean teacher responses to the Student Autowtry Scale

Ranked by High Student Autonomy Scan

Score
1. H 58.
2. 13 50.
3. C 42.
4. F 41.
5. k1 40.
6. P 39.
7. CI 31.
8. R 22.
9. A 21.

10. K 16.
11. E 2.
12. L - 5
13. D -13.

Entire population 26.31 (21.50) 13 cases Missing cases. 4: Teactws J.N.R, 0

Table 3
Correlation between Student Autonomy Scale and M-TORP

-.7223**

(-Signit. LE .01 Two-tailed)
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Table 4

DIMENSION I : CONTENT
Aapacia: GOALS METHODS

MECHANISM

CONTEXTUALLSM

DIMENSION 2: TEACHER ROLE

3 6

Aquas:

MECHANISM

CONTEXTUAUSM

Panama

0*

IP

Warm Curricular
Expectations

DIMOND:IN 3: STUDENT ROLE
Ammar: Pomo& Cognitive Pear

lateractious

MECHANISM

CONTEXTUALISU

S. 55 50

DIMENSION 4: CONTEXT
Mewls: Clasaional Notilshodiaciil

MECHANISM

CONTEXTUALISM

0
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